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April 28, 2017 

Dogme 17: Continuing Accessibility in the Internet Age 

 Seventy-seven million seven hundred forty-seven thousand seven hundred and fourteen 

dollars, according to The Hollywood Reporter, is how much it takes to produce, shoot and 

distribute Annie from 2014. (Bond)  Said movie grossed over 130 million dollars at the box 

office during its run (Annie).  Needless to say, filmmaking is an extremely expensive process 

and studios must find ways to contend with that fact in order to have the ability to properly 

finance their future projects.  Columbia Pictures decided that a remake of the 1982 orphaned-

themed musical motion picture would be an apt concept to have a large return on investment.  

Despite a 27% score on Rotten Tomatoes and Time Magazine film critic Richard Corliss 

reviewing the picture as, “…a teeter-totter between O.K. and Meh.,” Columbia was correct: their 

gamble was superseded by eventual monetary gains.  Some might find the idea of art as a 

calculated risk to be a greedy and cynical view of filmmaking.  Myself or a class populated by 

film students might very well agree with said person’s notion, but that doesn’t change the fact 

that Annie from 2014 made millions and millions of dollars.   

In the mid-90s two filmmakers, when presented with the same budgetary dilemma, 

decided instead of remaking a lovable family romp they would reject the issue and create films in 

a manner that was intentionally inexpensive.  The duo started an art movement that spanned the 

globe and yielded 35 official films.  By reportedly throwing copies of the movement’s manifesto 

at an audience gathered to observe a presentation on the future of film, Dogme 95 was, rather 

ceremoniously, born into our world with, “…the expressed goal of countering “certain 

tendencies” in the cinema today.” (Trier).  Directors Lars von Trier and Thomas Vinterberg 

noticed recent advancements in filmmaking technology and with the French New Wave cinema 
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of the 50s and 60s as their movement’s ideological backbone they declared that said 

advancements would result in the, “…ultimate democratization of the cinema.” (Trier).  The two 

Danish filmmakers outlined a rigid code of ethics they named The Vow of Chastity to shift 

power away from the studio and back to individual filmmakers.  The adherence to these strict 

rules lead to an opening of the film field in a way that allowed any person with an interest and a 

camera to make films.  Colloquially, Dogme 95 stands as a perfect example of the concept, “art 

through adversity.”  With recent technological advancements of our own it has become clear that 

we are on the precipice of a second Dogme movement; Dogme 17, if one would allow.  But 

before we can contextualize our present through the lens of a quasi-member of the Dogme 

Brethren, we must first understand what lead to the inception of the original movement back in 

1995. 

Dogme 95 was established well into the boom of independent cinema in the 90s.  A 

decade known for its low budget go-out-and-do-it movies immortalized by films such as 1992’s 

El Mariachi wherein the director subjected himself to be a “human lab test rat,” (Rodriguez) to 

fund a film he himself would be the sole crewperson on and 1999’s The Blair Witch Project  a 

film whose viral marketing and modest budget allowed it to become one of the biggest smash 

hits in all of filmmaking.  The 90s also saw the rise of “superstar” directors who often would 

have public personas feeling larger than the films they made.  Names such as the Quentin 

Tarentino, the Coen Brothers, and Kevin Smith; names that would alone be able to attract an 

audience to theatres.  These directors, their films, and by extension, Dogme 95, were all made 

possible by recent advancements in filmmaking technology.  Affordable home-use camcorders 

came into the market in the mid-80s starting with Sony’s Betamovie BMC-100P in 1983 (Ha).  

Many of the influential young directors of this era taught themselves the filmmaking tools that 
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lead to instantly notable careers using similar cameras with rewritable tape.  Eliminating the need 

for filmstock and replacing it with inexpensive cassette tapes dropped the price of simple 

filmmaking down to virtually nothing.  With more time came more innovations and therefore 

cheaper production costs.  Following the Betamovie was the first VHS camcorder later that year, 

then a compact Video8 file format allowing for more visual information to be stored in less space 

and by the 1990s there were many cost-effective camera brands to choose from: Panasonic, 

RCA, Sony, Hitachi, just to name a few.  Although Dogme 95 had not originally started as a 

movement steeped in the use of VHS tapes and cameras, it quickly became evident that the 

utilization of said format lent itself to the ideals and aesthetic synonymous with the movement. 

We again live in the midst of another rapidly improving technological field.  Potential 

filmmaking tools have never been more affordable and our choices more bountiful.  Editing and 

post-production programs have never been easier to use or purchase, some programs of which 

are entirely free.  Something as common as an iPhone 5 shoots at a resolution of 1920x1080p 

(IPhone); contrast that with the camera that the first Dogme film Festen (1998) was shot on, the 

Sony Dcr-Pc3, which could only record at a resolution of 720x480p (Wilt).  On the simplest and 

most superficial of criteria, one would be able to produce an image quality that is superior to that 

of one of Dogme 95’s most celebrated films.  Furthermore, I posit the biggest advantage we have 

today which points us directly at the thesis of accessibility that Dogme 95 so strove for: 

everybody is in possession of a camera.  A camera full of endless other functions and 

possibilities and a tool that is carried around in one’s pocket at all times.  In the words of von 

Trier and Vinterberg, “Today a technological storm is raging, the result of which will be the 

ultimate democratization of the cinema.” (Trier).  Nothing is more cinematically democratized 
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than every person carrying a sophisticated camera, editing bay, sound mixing studio and post-

production company on their person. 

Undeniably the biggest technological advancement benefiting a new Dogme movement is 

the permeation of the Internet.  The Internet provides unprecedented methods of exposure and 

film distribution with each  passing year seeing more and more people switch over to online as 

their main source for experiencing media.  Netflix and Amazon have become some of the biggest 

distribution platforms for independent cinema both platforms collectively purchasing the 

distribution rights to 17 different feature-length films from Sundance in 2017 (Gartenberg).  

Historically, most of these films would have had their moment in the sun at the festival and 

immediately languish in obscurity following their run.  Now with wider options for distribution, 

one’s film has a much stronger chance of being watched by a far larger audience than that of the 

festival alone.  YouTube provides a thus-far untapped potential for filmmakers.  Boasting over a 

billion users worldwide (YouTube) and a streamlined video interface, YouTube allows for one’s 

film to find an audience that has the potential to rival even the highest grossing films of all time.  

Best of all: YouTube’s content is free to view and free to host, expanding the core Dogme 95 

concept of accessibility from not only filmmakers but film watchers as well. 

Many of these concepts are already in the early stages of being employed.  Cell phones 

are rapidly becoming an essential tool in the pre-production process of the most expensive 

movies made.  Both the performers and camera operators of 2016’s La La Land’s immaculately 

choreographed opening highway dance number was rehearsed meticulously using director 

Damien Chazelle’s iPhone in a parking lot days before cameras started rolling (Mandell).  The 

Oscar winner for Best Documentary Feature in 2013, Searching for Sugar Man had a few scenes 

shot using the director’s cellphone when they ran out of money and needed an affordable 
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alternative (Rasmus).  Most impressively, 2014’s Sundance hit Tangerine was shot entirely on an 

iPhone 5s (Newton).  Many companies have started to catch up to the potential YouTube has in 

distribution with many entire revenue streams coming from monetization and ads on their 

channels.  Content creators such as Machinima and Vice are almost entirely dependent on 

YouTube for their work to be seen.  There is precedence for everything that has been suggested, 

the filmmaking landscape only needs to become aware of the potential we all have at our 

fingertips. 

Film movements are spurred on both by visionaries needing something opposing the 

norm and technological advancements allowing those visions to be realized.  French New Wave 

through Jean-Luc Goddard, Francois Truffaut and more portable sound recording.  Dogme 95 

through Lars von Trier, Thomas Vinterberg and inexpensive cameras.  The upcoming movement 

of Dogme 17 is poised with its new technologies, both camera accessibility and distribution ease.  

All the movement needs are innovative talents who are tired of movies that have been 

cosmeticized to death, who are ready to let the truth of cinema speak for themselves, who are 

ready to adhere to the following Vow of Chastity: 

1. The film must be shot on a phone used by a member of the cast or crew. 

2. The sound must never be recorded apart from the images. 

3. The camera must be handheld. 

4. The film must be in color without any special lighting. 

5. No effects can be rendered on anything other than the phone itself. 

6. The set and props can only be used if owned by a member of the cast or crew. 

7. Temporal and geographical alienation are forbidden 

8. The setting must be real locations, never sets. 
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9. The film must be viewable for free online. 

10. The director must not be credited. 

Furthermore, I swear as the director of the film to adhere to the principles laid before me.  My 

supreme goal is to allow for simplicity in the filmmaking process and accessibility in the film 

viewing process.  

Thus, I take my Vow of Chastity 

Missouri, Tuesday 2 May 2017 

On behalf of Dogme 17 
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